High-content screening (HCS) is an automated microscopy technique that enables evaluation of spatial and temporal effects on cells for drug discovery and other applications. The throughput of HCS can be on the order of hundreds of cell images per second to capture transient morphological (structural) effects. Higher throughput can have an impact on image quality by, for instance, reducing exposure times. It can also affect the accuracy of image post-processing, for example, the classification of pixels into biologically meaningful regions, known as segmentation. The motivation of our work is to understand the triangular relationship between image quality, microscopy settings, and accuracy of image post-processing.
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Image quality descriptors (such as focus and exposure) augment microscope settings with cell-specific information that not only expands the cell model-i.e., the shape characteristics of a particular line-but is also computationally simple to measure. Previous work has shown how image and region-of-interest (ROI) quality metrics are able to detect suboptimal microscopy settings 1, 2 and how segmentation can impact the accuracy of drug evaluation. 3 Figure 1 shows how data quality, a function of both image and ROI quality, can be fed back to the microscopy stage to improve sample preparation and instrument techniques. In addition, data quality descriptors can be used to guide the selection of an optimal segmentation method by assessing the impact of image quality on the accuracy of different approaches.
We have built on previous work by designing a method to detect suboptimal microscopy settings and to derive a computational model based on image quality descriptors to predict segmentation accuracy. Our analysis included two tissue culture cell
Figure 1. Data quality can be related to microscopy instrument settings as well as segmentation accuracy. ROI: Region of interest.
lines (see Figure 2 )-A10 and NIH3T3-based on a segmentation study. 4 Table 1 lists the five microscopy settings we used, which varied the exposure and introduced blurring through a suboptimal filter. Whereas ROI descriptors require detection of foreground edges, image quality descriptors are computed over the entire image. Avoiding the need to detect foreground edges simplifies computation and enables greater flexibility in applications where backgrounds are more complex.
We carried out exploratory data analysis to assess the separability of microscopy settings based on image quality descriptors. Focus (a measure of intensity variance), 1 Blur Power Log, 1 and Entropy 5 were able to distinguish between the microscopy settings. The Focus descriptor appeared to be a function of exposure settings for both cell lines. The Blur Power Log descriptor proved to be a function of filter type used. The Entropy descriptor is a measure of statistical randomness used to assess the complexity of an image.
Next, we explored the impact of microscopy settings on segmentation accuracy. We use bivariate similarity metrics, TEE and TET, which measure under-and oversegmentation, respectively, to evaluate accuracy. 4 These metrics provide an understanding of the precision and recall of the number of true pixels in the reference mask compared with the number of estimated pixels 
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Figure 2. The study was carried out using two types of biological cell lines: A10 (left) and 3T3 (right).
in the segmented mask. The computation of segmentation accuracy results is described elsewhere. 4 To model the impact of several sources of variation in microscopy settings on segmentation accuracy, we used a multiple regression method. This method examined the weighted combination of image descriptor values and compared it with the accuracy results of each segmentation algorithm tested. A linear combination (i.e., a multivariate weighted model) of image quality descriptors could potentially be used to predict segmentation accuracy for a specific algorithm.
Exploratory data analysis has shown separation of microscopy settings based on box plots of image descriptor values. Single and multivariate analysis also revealed that certain segmentation algorithms are more sensitive to image quality, while algorithms such as the Canny edge detector 6 are more robust to certain types of image quality degradation. Therefore, we can use the models to determine the best segmentation algorithms given the combination of image quality values.
In summary, the ability to quantify the quality of images leads to better understanding of how image quality degradation due to suboptimal microscopy settings influences the uncertainty of image analysis. Furthermore, determining the impact of image quality on post-processing provides a feedback loop that could improve sample preparation and microscopy settings for future image sets of cells with similar shape characteristics and thus enhance analysis. Our next steps include evaluating additional image descriptors to broaden our understanding of image quality on segmentation accuracy and to ensure that the method can be scaled to large data sets. Joe Chalfoun is a research scientist engineer in the Information Technology Laboratory at NIST. He received his PhD in mechanical and robotics engineering and is currently working in the medical robotics field, mainly in cell biology, with a focus on dynamic behavior, microscope automation, real-time tracking, and subcellular feature analysis.
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